
Behavior Definitions

Classroom Managed Office Managed

Failure to follow school or classroom rules and expectations Serious misbehavior that endangers the safety or well-being or makes
normal classroom activities difficult or impossible

Managing
Problem

Behaviors

Definition Sub-Behaviors Classroom Managed Office Managed

Disruption Conduct that interrupts or
obstructs the learning
environment.

● Continuous interference
of instruction

● Disturbing others
● Inconsolable Crying
● Off Task
● Tantrums
● Tapping
● Defiance

Examples:
* tapping pencil
* bottle flipping
* getting out of seat without
permission
* inappropriate language
* student places head on desk
* excessive talking
* disturbing others
* verbally lashing out at others
*doing the opposite of what was
told/ask
* blurting out
* making noises
* student throws class work on the
floor
* student acts out for peer
attention (goofing off, calling out
during instruction
screaming)
* talking back (“You’re not the boss
of me” “You can’t make me”)

Non-examples:
*throwing ball in PE, or recess

Examples:
* student refuses to work after
warnings
*student throws an object
(scissors, chair, desk, table, etc.)
*refuses to work after warnings
*refuses to go to timeout
*refusing to comply with teacher
directions which results in the
student or other students being
unsafe or affecting the learning of
the student and/or other students
*repeated actions



Disrespect To lack special regard or
respect for, low regard or
esteem for someone or
something

● Arguing with teacher
● Confrontation
● Inappropriate language
● Lying
● Obscene gestures

Examples:
* calling others names
* talking when others are talking
* inappropriate body language (e.g.,
eye rolling),
* bothering other people’s
belongings
* continuing an undesirable
behavior after being asked to stop
* sucking teeth
* arguing
* lying
* talking back
* obscene gestures
* confrontation
* refusing to do something
* light swearing possibly 1-2 words
that student uses in conversation
with another student (usually can be
stopped with a reminder to use
school appropriate language)

Non-example:
* difference of opinion

Examples:
* directing the swear word at a staff
member or student in a derogatory
way
* repetitive swearing in an
aggressive way
* repetitive discussion of
inappropriate things and/or sexual
comments
* after being told to do something,
student replies with profanity “F---
You!”
*refusal to work with other students
due to race, gender, culture,
religion, etc.

Physical
Contact

person-to-person touching
or the use of a device or
prop to touch another
person

● Altercation
● Fighting
● Horseplay
● Inappropriate sexual

touching (over clothes)
● Physical aggression
● Shoving
● Pushing
● Spitting

Examples:
* horseplay
* bumping into someone
* chest bumping
* tripping
* poking
* hand slapping
* pushing
* arm wrestling
* elbowing
* aggressive tag
*taking the ball or object from

Examples:
* inappropriate sexual touching
* spitting on someone or at
someone after being warned not to
or to stop
* fighting
* hitting
* kicking
* punching
* put hands or other body parts on
someone



someone during a game in gym or
recess
*two students push each other to
get a front row seat on the carpet

Non-examples:
* accidents
* fist bumps
* high fives
* hugs (welcomed and not lasting
longer than 3 seconds)
* welcomed hand holding
* hand shakes

Non-examples:
* accidently bumping someone

Elopement leaving the defined area
without permission

● Leaving the room without
permission

● Running Away

Examples:
* leaving location but still within
eyesight of adult
* walking around the classroom (out
of desk/area)
* stepping outside of the classroom
door

Non-examples:
* leaving classroom for previously
agreed upon break
* using bathroom pass to go to the
restroom

Examples:
* running out of the building
* leaving school grounds
* leaving defined location and no
longer in eyesight of the adult

Non-examples:
* running on the playground within
defined location
* leaving school at end of the day

Harassment Repeatedly annoying or
attacking a student, a group
of students, or other
personnel, which creates an
intimidating or hostile
educational or work
environment.

Examples:
* bothering other people’s
belongings
* continuing an undesirable
behavior after being asked to stop
* discriminating against someone
because of race, gender, religion,
ethnicity, sexual preference

Examples:
* using derogatory terms
referencing race, religion, sexual
orientation
bullying
* sexual comments or advances
towards another person, repeatedly,
* intentionally brushed up against in



Non-examples:
* isolated argument or
disagreement
* someone following someone
around on the playground or the
class (once)
* sexual comments, jokes, gestures,
or looks.

Non-examples:
* rumors (nonsexual)
* back and forth name calling

a sexual way
* touched, grabbed, or pinched in a
sexual way
* flashed or mooned
* had sexual rumors spread about
them

Non-examples:
* someone talking behind
someone's back

Technology
Violation

a prohibition against use of
the division’s computer
equipment and
communications services
for sending, receiving,
viewing or downloading
illegal material via the
internet
Inappropriate and/or
unauthorized use of
technology that could
involve inappropriate
language, pictures, sites,
plagiarism, and damaging
equipment

Examples:
* going to a different website or app
than class

Non-Example:
* accidently going to the wrong
website, app

Examples:
* looking at pornographic websites
* looking at weapons/ammo online
* messaging students/staff threats
* inappropriate pictures being on
social media at school or app than
class

Cheating To act dishonestly or
unfairly in order to gain an
advantage.

Examples:
* copying from another student's
assignment or homework or
allowing another student to copy
from their assignment or homework
(first time offense)

Examples:
* continuing to use materials such
as textbooks, notes, or formula lists
during a test (such as summative or
state assessment) without the
teacher's permission



* “using an idea” from another group
during a task in class
* copying from a book or other
student and turning it in as own
work
* cheating on a test

Non-example:
* using notes or book for test when
allowed
* working in groups

* repeated cheating or plagiarizing
in class
* a student copies text or artwork
from a published
source for a contest or any
assignment
* report copying of state test to
office

Vandalism action involving deliberate
destruction of or damage to
public or private property.

● Property damage
● Theft/larceny

Examples
* student writes on desk
* student breaks pencil
* student unscrew desk legs

Examples:
* writing on school property
* cutting up school property
* student snips computer cord
intentionally
* intentionally clogs toilet
*property destruction (writing on
walls, bathroom stalls, hallway, etc)
Nonexamples:
* student accidentally clogs toilet
with too much toilet paper

Emergency
Referrals

● Drugs
● Alcohol
● Weapons
● Inappropriate sexual

touching (under
clothes)

● Tobacco

Example:
*mouthwash
*hand sanitizer

Examples:
*any drug paraphernalia - real or
imitation
*any alcohol
*cigarettes, vapes, tobacco
products,
*lighters, matches
*nerfgun, water gun
*knife
*plastic knife or toy


